### Introduction

The Mac version 9.6 of Netop Vision and Netop Vision Pro is a major upgrade, that introduces new features and improvements.

Version 9.6 of Vision and Vision Pro requires new license keys. Customers with a current Netop Advantage agreement are eligible to upgrade to the latest version free of charge. Customers without a valid Netop Advantage agreement need to purchase an upgrade to use the Mac version 9.6 of Netop Vision or Netop Vision Pro.

For more information on your license or to purchase an upgrade, please contact [Netop](https://www.netop.com) or your local [Netop Partner](https://www.netop.com/partner).
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Starting with version 9.6 for Mac, the Mac student module is no longer supporting Windows teacher computers. (Windows to Mac environments). Vision for Mac is compatible only between computers using macOS.

#### Choose which Screen to Demo

If you have **multiple monitors**, when starting Demo, you are prompted to choose which display to Demo to the selected students.
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**Note:** If you only have one screen, you will not be prompted to choose the Demo display.
Support for Silent Deployment

You can now silently deploy Vision for Mac on student devices, without having to manually type the license, which is encoded into the deployment package. For more information, see Silent Deployment on macOS.

New Attention Overlay Graphics

The new overlay graphics offer a peek of what the student was doing before Attention was enabled.

New features since latest major version 9.0

- Popular feature “Showcase”, letting students display their screens and share their work on every computer screen in the class.
- New Live View feature that allows teachers to enlarge selected student screens for better viewing. Teachers see exactly what a specific student is doing in real time in a re-sizeable window.
- Vision TeachPad hardware support. The TeachPad is a simple, five-button keypad, that allows teachers to operate Vision's core classroom management features with the push of a button.
- Manually add computers to the classroom that are not included in the network list.
- Teacher controlled Classroom Connectivity. Enables user to create a teacher-controlled classroom by adding Mac student computers on the network to be part of the class.
- Additional language support: French, Spanish, Dutch. Already supported languages: English and German.